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Abstract—Extensive testing of a battery management system
(BMS) on real battery storage system (BSS) requires lots of efforts
in setting up and configuring the hardware as well as protecting
the system from unpredictable faults during the test. To overcome
this complexity, a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation tool is
employed and integrated to the BMS test system. By using this
tool, it allows to push the tested system up to the operational limits,
where may incur potential faults or accidents, to examine all
possible test cases within the simulation environment. In this
paper, an advanced HIL-based virtual battery module (VBM),
consists of one “live” cell connected in series with fifteen simulated
cells, is introduced for the purposes of testing the BMS
components. First, the complete cell model is built and validated
using real world driving cycle while the HIL-based VBM is then
exercised under an Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule
(UDDS) driving cycle to ensure it is fully working and ready for
the BMS testing in real-time. Finally, commissioning of the whole
system is performed to guarantee the stable operation of the
system for the BMS evaluation.
Keywords—hardware-in-the-loop, battery management system,
electric vehicle, li-ion battery, real-time simulation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Battery management system (BMS) plays an important role
in a battery storage system (BSS). The main tasks are to ensure
the BSS consistently work in an optimal operation range as well
as to minimise the rate of battery degradation and thermal
instability. In facts, due to the fact that if multiple cells are
connected in series in a battery pack, the weakest cell constrains
the entire string performance. Hence, to address this issue, the
BMS must have a function to manage the state-of-charge (SOC)
of cells within the battery pack. One simple task is to perform
the cell balancing to make the cell’s SOC equally and also to
optimise the battery capacity and energy distribution. This task
allows the battery can get the most life and able to provide the
longest operation range. Due to the criteria of safety and stability
operation of both software (SW) and hardware (HW) inside the
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BMS, prior examination and validation of the BMS on a virtual
battery pack within a simulation environment is absolutely
necessary before employing into a real BSS.
Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation has been intensively
used in many fields such as control development and
verification, product and component assessment, and system
performance validation [1-6]. It enables the testing of actual
components of a system in conjunction with a virtual computerbased simulation in a real-time environment. When performing
HIL simulation, the physical plant or system is replaced by a
accurately equivalent model-based real-time simulator, which is
equipped with physical inputs and outputs (I/O) ports for
interfacing with the control system and other HW. Hence, HIL
simulator can accurately reproduce the plant dynamics and its
behaviours providing comprehensive closed-loop testing
without the need for testing on real systems. This means of
testing avoids complex processes in HW setup and
configuration, time and cost constraints, and helps lower the
risks of accident to people and equipment. Consequently,
exploitation of HIL simulation in battery testing system is an
efficient way, which is not only to emulate a battery pack based
on any battery model, but also to provide an ideal testing
environment for the BMS evaluation. As comparing to the BMS
tests performed on a physical battery system, tests conducted on
a HIL simulator are more cost and time saving, less complicated
in setting-up the HW test bench and more secure to carry-out the
experiments in cases of the testing condition is beyond the
normal operating bounds, especially it is useful at the early
stages of the development process or during complex fault
insertion test scenarios.
In literature, several approaches of the BMS testing based on
HIL simulator have been done. Barreras et al., [7] developed an
HIL simulation battery model for purposes of BMS testing on a
commercial HIL simulator. A multi-cell electro-thermal Li-ion
battery (LIB) model was integrated in a system-level simulation.
Then, the LIB system model was converted to C code and

emulated in real-time with the HIL simulator. The developed
battery system was successfully employed in testing the
functions of the BMS with different scenarios. Hagen et al., [8]
employed the HIL system to simulate the BMS components
which were bypassed during the testing of ECU. The sensors
that normally connected to the ECU were represented by
equivalent electric outputs and simulated by a real-time system
using sensor models. Then, the interfaces between the ECU,
components and sensors were set-up so that various failures in
the system such as component/sensor short circuit, open circuit
faults can be inserted and reproduced. James et al., [9] proposed
a model-based framework for cell-in-the-loop simulation
(CILS) in order to represent a scaled-up of individual battery
cells into a complete ESS. The physical cell which was
integrated within a complete model of an ESS can be exercised
against realistic electrical driving cycle and thermal loads in
real-time.
This paper aims to build-up a complete HIL-based VBM
simulator for the testing purposes of the BMS within a
simulation environment. The complete HIL-based VBM
simulation system consists not only of the battery cell models,
which simulate the cell behaviour within the module, and a real
“live” cell but also of the communication interfaces between
different HW and components within the BMS testing system to
make sure the stability in operation and the accuracy of the data
exchanged in real-time. The paper is organised as follows:
Section II presents the battery model development for the
integration of a VBM, where the 2nd order equivalent circuit
model (ECM) is investigated, coupled with an ageing strategy
and a thermal model to represent the behaviour of the cell. The
way to form the VBM is also introduced in this section. In
Section III, the experimental set-up focused on the integration
of the VBM and other peripheral HW is presented. Description
of the communication interface set-up is also discussed. Then,
commissioning test is carried out and the experimental results
and analysis are demonstrated in Section 4. Finally, the
conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
II.

BATTERY MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A. Cell Type for the Model Parameterisation
R0

Voc
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of the cell is found to be 5.02Ah (18.2Wh) when discharged at
0.2C from fully charged with the end cut-off voltage of 2.5V.
B. Battery Model Development
As the most appropriate battery model to perform the realtime evaluation comparing to the electrochemical models,
ECMs have received many attentions in recent years. This
approach simply models the battery as an empirical function [9,
10], therefore the structure of the model is relatively simple
which facilitates for fast computation – an important factor for
real-time testing, while still providing the performance
behaviour within the battery and hence the ability to correlate
the simulation output with measureable parameters such as open
circuit voltage (OCV) and steady-state resistance [9].
The battery model for the HIL simulation described in this
study is inherited from considerable studies in literature [11-16].
Guoliang W. et al and Lijun Z. et al, [13, 15] have studied
different types of ECM and concluded that the second-order
ECM is a suitable candidate, which is sufficient to model the
battery dynamics. It improves the output error in both simple and
complex discharging conditions as comparing to those of the
first-order ECM. As such, the second-order ECM is represented
in Fig. 1 to emulate the dynamics of the battery. The parameters
of the model are: an internal resistance R0, two resistances R1, R2
and two capacitances C1, C2. The last four parameters describe
the transient response of the battery. The parameterisation of the
model is estimated based on the experimental data obtained
through the cell characterisation procedure developed in [17].
The terminal output voltage (Vt) of the second-order ECM
can be algebraic described as follows:
v1 =

it
v
− 1
C1 R1C1

v2 =

it
v
− 2
C2 R2C2

(1)

Vt = VOC − it R0 − v1 − v2

where, VOC is the open circuit voltage; it is the driving current
goes through the model; v1 and v2 are the voltages across C1 and
C2, respectively.
C. Ageing Strategy for the Cell Model

it

Vt

Fig. 1. Second-order ECM

The parameters of the battery model are identified based on
a Li-ion 21700 cylindrical cell with nickel-manganese-cobalt
(NMC) oxide cathode manufactured by LG (model name:
INR21700-M50). Based on the datasheet of the cell, the
maximum, nominal and end cut-off voltages are defined as
4.2V, 3.63V and 2.5V, respectively. The standard and maximum
charge current are recommended at 1.455A (0.3C) and 3.395A
(0.7C), respectively; and the standard and maximum discharge
current are 0.970A (0.2C) and 7.275A (1.5C), respectively.
Through experimental evaluation of the cell, the energy capacity

One advantage of the simulation of battery cell using
mathematical model is that it is able to simulate different
behaviour of the cell by adjusting the parameters of the model
easily. As descripted in [9], once keep using an aged-cell, the
cell continue to degrade as its internal impedance (R0) increases
and the energy capacity reduces accordingly. For instance, to
simulate the behaviour of different ageing cells, the internal
impedance R0 will be adjusted using a scale factor (λ) so that
their values can be adjusted accordingly. Assume the
relationship between the internal impedance and the capacity is
linear dependent, the same scale factor is then applied to shrink
the maximum cell’s capacity. The scaling equation is described
in (2).
C aged = λ C
1
R0 aged = R0

λ

(2)

where, Caged and C are the energy capacitance of the aged and
the original cell, respectively. R0aged and R0 are the internal
resistance of the aged and the original cell, respectively. λ is the
scale factor for the aged cell (80% ≤ λ ≤ 100%) as a battery can
be considered scrapped when the maximum capacity is reduced
to 80% of the initial one.

TABLE 1. CELL PARAMETERS

D. Thermal Model
The thermal model employed in this study is successfully
developed by Worwood D. et al., in [18]. The authors assumed
that the inner cell temperature is uniform and the heat generation
therefore is uniformly distributed within the cell. Heat
conduction and convection were also assumed to be the only
forms of heat transfer between the internal cell and the ambient
environment. For a single cell modelling, thermal resistance is
negligible. The governing heat conduction equation for the cell
is given by:
∂T
1
=
∂t ρ C p


1 ∂ 
∂T
 q + r ∂r  k r r ∂r



parallel (16S1P), which is a single string of 16 cells connected
in series. In this string, a real “live” cell is connected in series
with 15 virtual cells simulated in a battery simulator. The
degradation of the simulated cells can be simulated by adjusting
the ageing parameters as descripted in Section II.C. Fig. 2
illustrates the simulated battery string employed in this research.

 ∂  ∂T  
 +  kz

 ∂z  ∂z  

(3)

where, ρ is the cell density (kg/m3), T is the local cell
temperature (K), Cp is the cell heat capacity (J/kg.K). r and z are
the radial and axial positions, respectively (m), whereas, r = 0
is the location at the central of the cell (m), r = dia/2 is the
location at the surface of the cell (m), z = 0 is the location at the
bottom tab of the cell (m), z = L is the location at the top cell
tab (m). q is the uniform volumetric heat generation rate present
within the cell (W/m3), kr is the perpendicular thermal
conductivity along the r axis (W/m.K) and kz is the axial thermal
conductivity along the z axis (W/m.K). Irreversible heat
generation mechanisms are considered to characterize the value
of q, whereby other heat generation terms such as entropic
heating are ignored. The cell thermal parameters are shown in
Table 1. The irreversible volumetric heat generation rate is
expressed via Onda et al., [19]:

Parameters
Cell weight (m)
Dimension (dia x length)
Cell energy capacitance (C)
Material density (ρ)
Thermal conductivity (kr, kz)
Specific heat capacity (Cp)
Radial heat transfer

III.

Value
68
21 x 70
5
2863.1
0.25; 30
1280
13

Unit
g
mm
Ah
kg/m3
W/m.K
J/kg.K
W/m2.K

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, a real-time HIL simulation test bench is built
for the experimental study. The system consists of a dSpace HIL
platform (Scalexio), a battery simulator (BAT-S), a local
management unit (LMU), a cell cycler (Maccor), a controllable
climate chamber (Binder) and peripheral equipment such as
personal computer (PC), current sensors, controller area network
(CAN) converters, switches that are employed for signal
generation and measurement as well as data conversion and
transmission. Those hardware are interfaced to each other via
electrical connection, TCP/IP or CAN bus interfaces. The
schematic diagram of the test bench is shown in Fig. 3 and the
actual HIL machine setup and wiring connection of the test
bench is depicted in Fig. 4.

I 2 R0
(4)
vc
where, I is the cell current (A), R0 the internal resistance of the
cell (Ω), and vc the volume of the cell active material (m3).
q=

The complete cell model is the integration of the ECM with
the ageing strategy and the thermal model. With this model, the
behaviour and status of the cell under any current driving cycle
can be simulated. The outputs of this model are cell SOC,
terminal voltage, ageing level and surface temperature. The
following section will describes the way to form a VBM using
the designed cell model and a real “live” cell.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the HIL simulation test bench

Fig. 4. Actual set-up of the HIL simulation test bench
Fig. 2. Simulated battery string configuration

E. Virtual Battery Module Development
To enable the BMS testing within the laboratory condition,
the VBM employed in this study is configured as a 16-series-1-

In this configuration, the dSpace HIL platform, a real-time
simulation machine, is the Scalexio provided by dSpace Ltd. It
is used to simulate and manage the operations of the whole
system, execute and validate the functions of the BMS, simulate
the operation of the system (including the load generator, EMS,

plant model, battery model and models of functions of the BMS)
and generate the driving command for the battery. The BAT-S,
also provided by dSpace Ltd., is a power electronic equipment
that is able to simulate a single cell or a multi-cells in series
battery module/pack based on different types of mathematical
battery model. It is able to output physical cell voltages with
high precision based on the given commands from the model.
The LMU is the Ti-BQ76PL455EVM manufactured by Texas
Instruments; it is able to provide monitoring and balancing
capability for a stack of up to 16 series-connected battery cells.
The cell cycler is a multifunction series 4000 computerised
battery test system manufactured by Maccor; it is used to
generate the charging or discharging signals for the real cell and
thus, in this case, it can represent the power sources or loads to
exercise the real cell. The controllable climate chamber,
provided by Binder, controls the ambient temperature of the cell
or used to simulate the environmental temperature around the
cell during the test; besides, it can be used for safety purposes
such as to protect the external equipment and human from fire
or explosion.
A. Integration of real and model-based cell models
The representative configuration of the complete HIL-based
VBM employed for the BMS testing in this study is a 16S1P
combination as described in Section I.E. In this configuration,
15 simulated model-based battery cells, are reproduced within
the BAT-S, and the physical “live” cell, placed in the Binder
thermal chamber, is connected at the end of the string so that the
simulated cells and real cell are electrically connected. Fig. 5
illustrates the configuration diagram of the VBM while Fig. 6
shows the employment of it in the HIL simulation test bench.

Fig. 5. Configuration diagram of the employed virtual battery pack

B. Operational description of the HIL-based VBM test bench
As illustrated in Fig. 6, the EMS, acts as the controller based
on the actual load demand generated from the load generator and
the performance of the propulsion plan model, determines
battery current command (BAT.CMD, i), battery operational
thermal request (θ) and internal combustion engine (ICE) power
command (PROP.CMD). The BAT.CMD signal is then send to
the model of the VBM as the current request. The cell terminal
voltage outputs (vc) of the VBM are used as the driving
commands of the BAT-S while the cell surface temperature
outputs (T1-7) of the VBM are sent to the LMU to log as the cell’s
surface temperatures. Simultaneously, the Maccor cell cycler
receives the BAT.CMD signal as the driving command and
generates real driving current (ic) accordingly for the “live” cell
which is placed in the thermal chamber. Next, according to the
vc, the BAT-S reproduces voltage outputs (V1-15) for a string of
15 cells, which is called a 15 simulated cells in series. At this
point, V1-15, T1-7, “live” cell voltage (V16) and temperature (T16)

are read by the LMU. Finally, the data recorded by the LMU are
used in the BMS.

Fig. 6. Employment of the VBM in the HIL test bench

IV.

COMMISSIONING AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Battery Model Validation
The offline validation, which shows the comparative
performance between the real “live” cell and the employed
battery model, is performed in order to evaluate the accuracy of
the designed model in experimental testing. The validation
process consists of two tests, the constant-current (CC)
discharge test and the real world driving cycle test, which are
carried out as follows:
First, the cell is fully charged by a constant-current, constantvoltage (CC-CV) method at 0.3C (1.5A) with the cut-off current
is 50mA, followed by a rest period of 4 hours. After that, the cell
is discharged using a CC discharge method at 0.5C (2.5A) rate
until the cell reaches the cut-off voltage at 2.5V. This process is
recorded at the sampling time of 1s. The comparison between
simulation and experimental measured for CC discharge test is
presented in Fig. 7. Here, the result from the top subplot shows
that the simulated voltage and the measured one are basically
superimposed, the maximum root-mean-square (RMS) error is
65mV, which equals to 1.8% of the nominal voltage of the
battery. The results reveal that the battery model performs
accurately in term of terminal voltage output in continuous
discharge conditions. The result in the bottom subplot shows the
same behaviour of the temperature comparison, the maximum
RMS error between the simulation and the measured surface
temperature reaches 0.60C. From the result, it can be concluded
that the battery model behaves well in term of surface
temperature output within the testing conditions.
Second, to simulate the real battery operation scenario, a real
world driving cycle as shown in the top subplot of Fig. 8, which
is gathered from the operation of an electric vehicle (EV), is
applied to both the real “live” cell and the cell models. The
driving profile is scaled so that the peak current value of the
profile is 1C, which corresponds to the maximum charger C-rate
and allows limiting the operation current of a single cell in
laboratory testing environment. The positive part of the profile
represents the regenerative brake (battery charged) while the
negative side of the profile shows the frequent acceleration
(battery discharges) of the EV. Before starting the test, the real

cell is fully charged using the same CC-CV procedure in the
above section, it is then discharged using CC method until the
SOC reaches 50% followed by a 4 hours of rest. Finally, the
driving cycle profile is applied and the whole process is recorded
at the sampling time of 1s. Likewise, the battery model is also
validated under the same driving cycle. The mid-subplot
illustrates the correlation of the predicted terminal voltage in
simulation with an experimental measurement while the bottom
subplot shows the RMS difference between the two output
voltages. The graphs show that the model output lays over the
measured one. The maximum RMS difference is less than
17mV, which equals to about 0.5% of the nominal voltage. The
results convince that the battery model can be used to represent
the performance of the real cell and can be integrated to the HIL
test.
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To control and monitor the whole system behaviour, the
graphical user interface (GUI), which is illustrated in Fig. 9, is
developed using the dSpace ControlDesk software. The GUI
allows the operator to control all hardware linked together,
adjust the system parameters and change all information of the
system. The GUI consists of three parts:
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a). Control and monitor the system behaviour via GUI
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30
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100

Simulated voltage
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B. Commissioning and Test Results
In this study, the commissioning is to guarantee the
integrated system described in Fig. 6 safe in operation, all
connected equipment work properly and the signals are
transceived correctly. The commissioning has been carried out
on the current set up and the whole system are working correctly
and following a pre-designed procedure. The experimental
results have been collected successfully. The following tests are
performed for the commissioning:

1.6

1.8

RMS error [oC]

Surface temperature [oC]

Terminal voltage [V]

4.2

effects can be included through using the 3-D lookup tables of
model parameters.

0.0
2.0

Time [h]

Driving current [A]

Fig. 7. Comparative validation using constant discharge
2
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Fig. 9. dSpace ControlDesk GUI development (a sample drive cycle)
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Fig. 8. Off-line validation of the ECM using real world driving cycle

It is noted that the environmental temperature during the
tests is kept unchanged and using a fan for air circulation, hence,
the temperature effects are not considered in this study.
However, if considering the effects of temperature within the
VBM, new experimental training data on “live” cell need to be
gathered, which includes the cell characterisation under
different temperatures. Then, with minor modification on the
look-up tables within the employed model, the temperature

- Control Panel, allows to control the whole system including
the Battery simulator (to enable/disable the simulator, to
set/reset the initial SOC the virtual battery pack), Scalexio (to
adjust or switch to different type of driving current profiles),
thermal chamber (to adjust or switch to different type of
driving profiles), and other hardware.
- VBM, allows to display the module information including
cell and module status such as module voltage, module SOC,
and cell information including voltages, SOCs, temperatures,
ageing levels.
- Real-time graphs for real-time plotting and monitoring the
cell parameters and other data such as current profile, CAN
signals, which could help the operator to supervise the system
behaviours.

Driving current [A]

b). Monitoring the performance of the virtual battery pack
using a driving cycle.
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